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FOREWORD
As a reminder in the years
to come, of the many happy
hours spent in joyful compan
ionship, under the patient guid
ance of ever-helpful instruc
tors, this book is written.
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BOARD OF EDUCATION
PROF. R. L. JONES, Superintendent of City Schools
KENNETH W. WARDEN, Director of Research and attendance
W. J. PRESCOTT, President
JOHN T. SHEA, Vice-President
J. J. SIMPSON
MRS. JULUS GOODMAN
MRS. ELDRAN ROGERS

THE FACULTY
PROP. H. H. GNUSE, Principal
MRS. ANNIE E. COONEY, Assistant Principal
MR. RICHARD BARBER, History
MR. T. C. BRINDLEY, Coach
MISS ELIZABETH CLINTON, English
MISE ERIN BUNCH, English
MISS' MARY CASHIN, French
MISS MARGARET CREBS, Art
MRS. DORIS DORLAND, Spanish
MISS CLAUDENA ECKLES, Mathematics
MR. H. J. PARISH, Science
MISS DORA GHOLSON, English
MISS ANNA B. GORDON
MISS NAN HOPKINS, Domestic Science
MISS VIRGINIA LEE JOHNSON, English
MISS EUNICE HUMPHREY, Latin
MISS LUCY B. LEA, Science
MISS MARY V. LITTLE, English
MR.ORVILLE D. MASSEY, Commercial Subjects
MISS ROSALIE McCLELLAN, English
MR. RAYMOND McELROY, Manul Training
MISS MARY MILLER, Commercial Subjects
MISS MARY MORRISON, Mathematics
MISS. MAMIE R. MYERS, Domestic Art
MISS. MARY RICHARDSON, History
MRS. ANNIE L. ROWE, Domestic Science
MISS LENORE SANDLING, Physical Education
MR. A. A. TAYLOR, Mathematics
MISS ANNEKAY THARP, ENGLISH
MR. T. J. TURNER, Commercial Subjects
MRS. MARGARET L. WALKER, History
MISS ANNIE RUTH WILLIAMS, Science
MISS ELIZABETH WEAKLEY, Commercial Subjects
MISS LAURA WARNE, Speech
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CLASS POEMS
GRADUATE'S DREAMS
I sat beside the flickering fire
And gazed in its mystic depths.
There arose in the dying embers bright
The vision of success' steps.
I saw Experience toiling along
Down life's rugged pathway steep;
After him came Vain Hope and Dream,
Who soon fell aside in sleep.
But Experience fought on the great highway,
Wearily plodding with feet bruised and sore.
Finally exhausted and tired he fell
Inside the great "Success Door."
Just then the fire blazed forth in flames
Like a victor devouring his gains.
I felt the urge to conquer and win
The gate of success and all its domains.

—Ruth Keasler.

Dedication
To Miss AnneJcay Tharp, we af
fectionately dedicate this Scrapper to
express our sincere affections for her
and our gratitude for her guidance
during the past year.
So noble, yet so gentle;
So patient, yet so fust;
So gracious in her actions,
Yet so true to all her trusts;
So kind in time of trouble,
So beautiful in thought,
So high in every moral,
So true to all she taught,
So sympathetic, loving,
So faithful to the end,
Is Miss Tharp, our dear friend.

GRADUATION REALITY
Classmate, lift up your bowed head.
Cast off that face so sad.
You graduate! And you should be
So joyous and so glad.
Your twelve long years are now closing;
Say adieu, and quickly part,
For tomorrow dawns in promise
Of the dreams you have in heart.
The many years you've spent in school
Should lead you to the gate
Of success and high ambitions,
Where hopes and dreams await.
Cheer and rejoice, for you graduate!
I leave free your heart to soar;
Peal forth glad songs of greatest joy,
You face graduation's door!

—Ruth Keasler.
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Twentieth Senior Class
South Side High School
Memphis, Tennessee

Colors:

RED AND SILVER
Flower:

RED AND ROSE
Motto:

"WE FINISH TO BEGIN AGAIN"

OFFICERS
President

Bob Rose

Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

:

.......Harold Basden
Jessie Poteet
Richard Cooper

Scrapper Staff
Editor-in-Chief
Associate Editor
Business Manager
Circulation Manager
Club Editor

;

WALTER MILLER
RUTH KEASLER
HAROLD BASDEN
JESSIE POTEET
NEWTON COOK
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CLASS PLAY
The students of the 12-2 senior class, under the direction of Miss Laura
Warne, presented "Meet the Family," a comedy in three acts, by Priscilia
Wayne and Wayne Sprague, on Tuesday night, Jan. 22, with the following
cast:
Bob King, a young husband
'Polly Frye, his wife
Inez Warren, who lives across the hall
Jennie Frye, Polly's mother
Malcolm Frye, Polly's father
Uncle Ben Pike, Polly's uncle
Henry King, Bob's father
Carrie King, Bob's mother
Emmy, Bob's aunt
Ivory, Polly's cook
Officer Morrison

Harold Basden
Katherine Dean
Ruth Keasler
Dorothy Jacobs
Thomas Haines
Richard Cooper
Newton Cook
Gladys Richardson
Ruth Trotter
Martha Buchanan
William Gilliam

The Story
Bob King and Polly Frye have eloped and married without their families'
consent. After the honeymoon they find an apartment and hope to pay
for the furniture on the installment plan. Their parents are expected to
arrive at any minute. While on his way to the station, Bob has an accident
with another car which, by coincidence, is that of his in-law's; however, they
do not recognize each other. When Polly's family, which, by the way, come
from the country and do not know the ways of the city, arrive at the apart
ment, they are very much upset; and while telling of the accident, they exag
gerate a great deal. When the families are introduced it can be seen from
their attitudes that they hold a dislike for each other.
All during the play both families do everything they can to separate the
young couple, who are very fond of each other.
However, in the end they
realize their mistake and Polly and Bob are happily reunited.

Senior Class Officers
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

..........

ROBERT ROSE
HAROLD BASDEN
JESSIE POTEET
RICHARD COOPER
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HONOR ROLL
The honor roll for this past term is very unique in the fact that there
were more on the honor roll for one time than for two times. In the past it has
been the almost unvarying rule that the majority of those who made the honor
roll one time were able to make it twice. There were thirty who made the
honor roll only once. These are:
Melba Campbell
Theresa Maupin
Virginia Allen
Aileen Austin
Bernard Messinger
Eugenia Pittman
Eugene Demetrio
Thomas Hart
Margaret Myers
Loretta Spotorno
Dorothy Glisson
Merrye Seay
James Woodall
Harold Fanning
Robert Hays

Miriam Caylor
Catherine Mabry
Lena Mae Kloss
Grace Howe
Boyce Lee Duke
Geraldine Presley
Nell Terry
Ernestine Tisdale
Walter Key
Helen Greer
Almeda Milam
Katherine Billingsly
Ruby Dugan
Ruby Sellers
Alice Taylor

There were twenty-nine who made ;he honor roll two times.
Opal Anderson
Nell Babin
Claud Beckham
Montroy Bartlett
Robert Cogswell
James Cogswell
Hulda Demetrio
Billy Davidson
Ruth Fischer
Olive Hinderer
Birdie Marie Hall
Marion Ives
Beatrice Jenne
Geneva Lotti

These are:

Margaret Lickey
Margie Lipscomb
Thomas McLemore
Hillis McLemore
Jamie McNabb
James Maddux
Margaret Pollan
Margaret Ragsdale
Virginia Ragsdale
Bob Rose
Mary Altis Slinkard
Marion Slusser
Marie H. Sechler
Evelyn Taylor
Fred Wood

These figures are not so large and South Side is accustomed to have a
larger per cent of its students on the hor >r roll, so do your part next time.

Who's Who Among the Seniors
Bob Rose, handsomest boy, most talented boy, woman hater, hardest worker,
most courteous boy; William Gilliam, most popular boy, class sheik; Harold Basden, wittest boy; Richard Cooper, best all-round boy, most athletic boy; Birdie
Marie Hall, most talented girl, hardest worker, most courteous girl; Dorothy
Jacobs, wttiest girl; Ruth Lewis, most athletic girl; Jean White, man hater; Jessie
Poteet, prettiest girl, most ppoular girl, best all-round girl.
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COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES*
PROGRAM
Overture—"Light Calvary"
South Side High Orchestra
Invocation

Fr. von Suppe
Rev. J. E. Carlson

Greetings from Class President

Bob Rose

"America"

GRACE BOLER

"The two noblest of things,
which are sweetness and
light."

g. p. Smith, Henry Carey
Senior Class

Salutatory

.....

.....Birdie Marie Hall

"Fealty Song"
Valedictory
Address to Class

D.

...;.

pA..,

Bob Rose

.....Rev, Alfred Loaring-Clark

Presentation of Class
Acceptance of Class

g. sp0oner

Prof. H. H. Gnuse

CLIFFORD WILLIS

"Small in stature, but mighty
in spirit."

Superintendent R. L. Jones

Awarding of Diplomas
Hon. J. J. Simpson
Member Board of Education
Selections

South Side High School Orchestra
Music under the direction of Miss Anna Gordon
JEAN WHITE

EDITORIAL
Whatever one does after graduation, whether it be further study, com-,
mon laboring, homemaking, or what-not, he should make it the aim of his
life to put out the best that he has in him. He cannot be successful if he does
not apply himself whole-heartedly to his work; nor can he enjoy the best
things in life unless he is happy in his chosen occupation.
What graduate would be satisfied to look forward to a life of misery and
discontent? In each one's heart there is a hope and desire to become, some
day, a happy, successful citizen. While he may not be famous or even suc
cessful in the eyes of the world; yet if he can look into his own heart and
find self-respect and satisfaction in his work, then he is a success.
He can be a king, not of countries, but of himself, but to be king he
must first conquer himself. As a graduate, going out on life's broad high
way, he has nothing to rely on but his own self-respect and self-confidence,
his own ideals and experiences in life to back him up. His success or fail
ures in life will depend largely upon the uses that he makes of the above
qualities.

"A good heart is better than
all the heads in the world."

WALTER MILLER

"Strong reasons make strong
actions."
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DOROTHY COLLINS

"The flower of sweetest smell
is shy and, lowly."

LEWIS BLUMENTHAL

"Silence is more eloquent than
words."

S C R A P P E R

RICHARD COOPER

"The reward of one duty is the
power to fulfill another."

RUTH KEASLER

"Poets have worlds and man
ners of their own."

MARTHA BUCHANAN

"A lovely lady garmented ii
light."

WILLIAM GILLIAM

"The greater the man, the
greater courtesy."

EDGAR BUSBY

"Wherever valour true is
found, true modesty will
there abound."

JESSIE POTEET

"The good things in life were
meant to be enjoyed."

17
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KATHERINE DEAN
"Virtue, the greatest of all
monarchies."

HELEN MALNAR
"As modest as a violet in her
ways"

RUTH LEWIS
CORNELIA VAN VULPEN
"Virtue alone is true nobility."

"Grace was in her steps,
heaven in her eye,
In every gesture dignity and
love."

THOMAS LAND
DOROTHY JACOBS
"To talk without effort is, aft
er all, the great charm of
talking."

ALBERT CREWS
"Ambition is organized
dreaming."

"A face with gladness
overspread!
Soft smiles, human kindness
bred!"

THOMAS HAINES
"Gentle of speech, beneficent
of ways."

THE SCRAPPER

THEO VANLANDINGHAM
"To a young heart everything
is fun." .

GLADYS RICHARDSON
"A quiet conscience makes one

RUTH TROTTER
"The best work is done on the

ROBERT ROSE
"For knowledge itself is
power."

PEARL WEISSBERGER
"And mistress of herself,
though China fell."

NEWTON COOK
"The greatest truths are the
simplest and so are the
greatest men."

IDA MAY OLREE
"Such a quiet and unassuming
one."

CHARLES CHURCH
"A man he seems of cheerful
yesterdays and confident
tomorrows."

LULLENE FRANKLIN

"They are never alone who
are accompanied by noble
thoughts."

WOODSON VINSON

"A sound mind in a sound
body is a thing to pray for."

Rose Elected Honor Society President
BIRDIE MARIE HALL

"Success is not due to our
stars but to ourselves."

Bob Rose was elected president of the South Side chapter of the National
Honor Society on December 13, 1934. Evelyn Taylor received the office of
vice president and Mary Altis Slinkard secretary. According to the consti
tution of the chapter, the treasurer must be a faculty member, so Miss Dora
Gholson was chosen to serve _in this capacity.
To be elected to this society a student must be outstanding not only in
scholarship, but also in leadership, service and character, and must be in the
11-2, 12-1 or 12-2 grades. Since but six students attending the school at
present are members of the society, the South Side chapter had not organized
to do active work until the day of the election. Others belonging to the honor
society are Olive Hinderer, Geneva Lotti, and Thomas McLemore, all of whom
are in the 12-1 class. Some time during January, however, an election will
be held to select more students to be admitted into the society.
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YOUTH AND PEACE
War, the greatest curse that can be cast upon mankind, the very thought
of which fills our hearts with dread—a grim, horrible spectre that stalks over
this world of ours, spreading death and destruction in its path! Stupendous
and terrible is the toll that it exacts in lives and suffering, irrespective of
person or position. Why do we have war? What is it that takes hold, of us,
who choose to call ourselves civilized human beings, and send&'us out on the
battlefield to slaughter our fellow man, against whom we have5 no earthly
cause for enmity. What is it that makes beasts of men? Wars do not just
happen. They are planned, visualized far in advance—promoted with all
the zeal and business exactness that would be used in financing a great in
dustrial project. They grow'out of the greed and lust and false pride of a
certain class of people who have no thought save for their own selfish inter
ests. In all of history there has never been, there will never be a justifiable
war. In earlier times wars were waged largely for conquest. If a certain
king or ruler decided that he wanted to annex to his kingdom a certain smaller
country, he set about to do so. Little matter to him the terrific cost in lives
and suffering necessary to the realization of his wishes; his own selfish greed
was satisfied, that was sufficient.
In recent times there has developed among nations what is known as
the policy of national interest, which, as practiced in the United States, in
cludes not only the defense of the continental domain and territories, but
the protection and promotion of American commerce wherever American
goods are made or sold; it includes protection of all American ships and goods
on the high seas, all American goods on the docks and in the warehouses of
every foieign port, all American stores, mills, mines, and branch factories in
foreign countries, every American dollar invested abroad, and every Amer
ican citizen abroad. The policy of national interest in the United States
means then simply the promoting and defending of private commercial in
terests in every part of the world, nothing more, nothing less. All of which
breeds war. With our peace-time policy based on such grasping principles,
brought about by powerful private interests, the probabilities of war are
greatly increased and its world-wide character easily forecast. If we are
to make any forward steps toward the lessening of chances for war, the first
thing to do is to inspect the peace-time policy of our government, bearing on
the promotion of private interests in foreign lands. As long as we pursue
such a policy we shall be in constant danger of war. It is one thing to defend
our country from the invasion of hostile forces; to defend every right, claim,
or title asserted by American citizens in foreign countries is quite another.
^The greatest private interest conducive to, actually working for war, is
the merchants of death," the munitions makers. The very organization of
this industry is based on corruption. They profit from war, and the longer
and bloodier the war, the greater their profits. In 1933, when Hitler became
chancellor of Germany and war was immediately prophesied by the press,
European journalists began a comparsion of the Europe of 1914 and the
Europe of 19,33. They recalled that with all the severe losses suffered from
the four years of wholesale slaughter there was a small handful of men who
had reaped gigantic profits from it—these were the makers of the fighting
equipment—guns and ammunition.
With Hilter's rise to power and the accompanying prospects of war, Zar-
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ahoff and the armanent industry became front page news. Startling dis
coveries were made and the public realized for the first time that the munitions
manufacturers had grown more powerful and sinister than ever. To give an ex
ample: When fighting broke out between Japan and China in 1931, American,
British, French and German munitions makers shipped weapons to both
sides. When the disarmament conference met at Geneva in 1932, Japan
was shelling Shanghai with guns supplied by members of the league and
China was defending herself with weapons from the same source. One of
the French delegates to the conference was actually in the employ of the
largest armament firm in France. Is it any wonder that the conference had
as little success as the league in stopping the flow of blood and profits?
In the United States the senatorial committee investigating the arma
ment industry has exposed it in its true light—a filthy, corruptible, grasping
enterprise. They have not only substantiated to the hilb the charges made by
European journalists but have raised many new ones as well. They have shown
that the arms manufacturers not only encourage war but they have the sup
port of bankers and industrialists engaged in other enterprises . Behind the
munitions maker stands the banker, the financier, without which no indus
try could exist. Had it not been for the part that the Morgan bank played
in financing purchases of American munitions in the World War the Allied
powers could not have continued the struggle. They have shown that gov
ernment officials work in close co-ordination with the armament makers.
American battleships have actually been used as floating showrooms for
American guns. The industry has carried its corruption into politics. Its
business methods are on a par with those used by the bootlegger, but its wares
far more deadly. Civilized human beings! Surely the men engaged in such
an occupation must be entirely devoid of any semblance of conscience or feel
ing. It is difficult to conceive of any person engaged in an occupation
where he must bring death and destruction into millions of lives in order to
gain a few paltry dollars reeking with the blood of millions of lives. A Rem
ington Arms salesman states it very well in the following excerpt'from his
letter: "We certainly are engaged in one hell of a business where a fellow
has to wish for trouble so as to make a living, the only consolation being, how
ever, if we don't get the business, someone else will. It will be a terrible
state affairs ir my conscience should start to bother me now." '«•
We have seen some of the forces conducive to war; now Jet's look at the
thing itself. What is war? It is nothing more nor less than wholesale mur
der, carried on largely for the benefit of private interests. It is indescribably
horrible in its scope. Let us picture for a moment a battlefield in the Great
War. It is night, the men are lying around trying to rest their tired muscles
and frayed nerves. At regular intervals flares light up the sky. Suddenly
there is a whistle, as a juggernaut of destruction flies through the air on its
journeys of death. Instantly the men are alert, wide-awake, every nerve taut,
hoping and praying that the shell will pass them by. A deafening roar and
a blinding flash as the missile of death finds its mark, then—silence. The
smoke clears, the dead and dying lie strewn about like chaff in the wind,
some of their mutilated bodies draped over the wire like blackberries on a
vine. Then a new sound creeps over the field, the soul-tearing groans of
anguish of dying men, mutilated beyond recognition, praying to God to let
them die rather than endure such suffering. That is war! But that is only
the beginning of the terrible cost that it exacts. Think of the families and
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BOB ROSE, Valedictorian.
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Speech Delivered Before Quota
Club National Education Week
Twenty-five hundred years ago Diogenes stated: "The foundation of
every state is the education of its youth." Today the same idea should pre
vail in the minds of our nation's citizens. "From its earliest beginning Amer
ica has been devoted to the cause of education. This country was founded
on the ideal of ministering to the individual." During the last fifty years
education has ntade__almost unbelievable progress in enrolling the masses in
the public schools. Taking the schools of our own city for example, I shall
show you the enormous increase in the enrollment by stating the increase
in decennial periods from 1890 to the present date: 1890, 6,073; 1900,
10,774, 77.4 per cent; 1910, 15,916, 46.3 per cent; 1920, 25,979, 64.8 per
cent; 1933-34, 48,325, 86.3 per cent. Although this great increase in the
number of pupils has come about, the pupil cost of instruction has decreased.
The average annual cost of instruction in cities over one hundred thou
sand, as shown in a survey made by the United States commissioner of edu
cation for the year 1933-34, was $87.65. In Memphis the total school budget
was $2,200,000. The average attendance was 36,965. The expenditure per
pupil in Memphis was $59.51, or 69.7 per cent of the pupil cost in other Amer
ican cities.
The $2,200,000, spent, includes more than $600,000 for debt service and
fixed charges, that is for buildings erected to house the increased enrollment.
Deducting that amount from the total income leaves $1,600,000 spent in the
operation of the schools. This amount, divided by the average number pres
ent, gives an actual annual per capita cost of $43.29. The per capita cost
on this basis in 1929 was $68.89. This $43.29 cost per pupil is less than
half the cost per pupil in other cities.
But whatever the sum may be that is spent on the education of our
youth, it will bring more happiness and prospeirty in the future than any
thing else in the world. "In enlightened self-interest the government can
not be too generous in the expenditure of public money for public education.
The awakened and organized intelligence of our people will assure a maxi
mum number of men and women of initiative. And it is only through the
increasing millions of that type of educated individual that America can
achieve that masterful, beneficent, moral and material leadership for which
the crying need of humanity now calls."
The enormous increase in the enrollment of the Memphis City Schools
has made the teaching load in the schools average a little more than forty
pupils per teacher. In many places thirty-two pupils are a class load. There
fore, the teaching load in Memphis is twenty-five per cent more than the load
maintained in most cities.
Along with this increase in the teaching load has come an immense in
crease in the holding power of the schools. By the holding power I mean
that in the last twelve years the schools have increased their ability to hold
the children in school until they have finished either the eighth grade or
the twelfth grade. This increase in the holding power is shown by the larger
percentage increase in the middle and upper grades. The number finishing
the eighth grade has increased from 241 in 1922 to 1,443 in 1934, or an in
crease of 600 per cent. This shows conclusively that our schools have great-
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ly increased their holding power. Yet there has been a decrease in the in
come for education.
Large classes are a strain on the teacher, for teaching is not done me
chanically. To be taught, each child should be considered an individual who
must be molded into a citizen of character. Teaching what is in the text
books is only a minor responsibility of a teacher; a teacher has the responsi
bility of molding your child's character, of setting before him ideals to follow
that will make a man of him, and of bringing out his best qualities and giving
them strength. You citizens think that you have a great task in molding
the characters of your own children, but just think how hard is the teacher's
task in molding the characters of forty pupils in each of his classes.
To remain fitted to cope with the children of the present generation the
teachers must have sufficient money to keep themselves physically fit and to
continue their studies. "An effective school must keep good teachers trained
in the art of teaching and supplied with adequate physical equipment."
The loss of some of our teachers in the last few years is certainly a dis
aster because it is the teachers that in a great measure influence the youth of
our nation. I shall quote from an address before the County Teachers' In
stitute at Reynoldsville, Pa.: "It would be exceedingly difficult to overesti
mate the important part that the teachers take in the development of the life
of the nation. They exercise their art, not on the materials of the world
which paso away, but upon the human soul, where it will remain through all
eternity. It is the teacher that makes the school, that sets its standards, and
determines its success or failure." To have schools that are effective, schools
that can supply youth with all phases of education, we must have the co
operation of our citizens, have them willing to give their child the birthright
o every Lee-born citizen—an education supervised by intelligent, unbiased
instructors.
Because of the depression our schools of Memphis have suffered many
grevious losses; n:ght schools have been discontinued, thus depriving 2,500 in
dividuals of an educational opportunity; summer schools have been discontin
ue , which loss will be keenly felt in the coming years; manual training, mu
sic, art, and domestic science have been eliminated in all the eighth grade
sc ools; the supply of textbooks has been curtailed, and all art and manual
training supplies have been discontinued; fees are charged pupils for use of
ypewriters, laboratories, etc.; funds for needed repairs are inadequate, and
in a few years large amounts will have to be spent because of present neglect;
the teachers' salaries, that were never high, have been reduced 16 2-3 per
cent; and lastly, more than 100 teachers who were needed in the service
nave been dropped, and the teaching load of the remaining teachers largelyincreased while their salaries have been reduced.
,. Eve" lf jt does take great resources to restore these rightful privileges
to the schools, do not cheat your child, just for the sake of a few dollars. AlTh°USf n fC°St of education is heavy, it is only one-fifth the cost of crime.
e 0 0 crime in the United States annually far outweighs the cost of
pu ic e ucation, as shown by the following estimate: crime, $13,000,000 000education, f,2,500,000,000. For every inmate of the federal and state penal
or re ormatory institution the annual per capita cost average is $375; for
every child in public schools the annual per capita cost is $86.
e work of eradicating crime's causes rests primarily with the home,
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the church, and, especially, the school. Therfore, it is your duty, as a citizen,
to see that your child is trained in the schools for intelligent citizenship, to
see that the budget is increased so that he may have, as near as possible, in
dividual instruction, and to see that he is not being sacrificed by placing the
molding of his character in the hands of teachers who are suffering from
overloaded classes and lack of money.
You citizens, by now, should be aware of the overcrowded conditions
of the schools; but to prove the statements that I have made the educational
institutions of this city invite you to come and get acquainted with some of the
actual facts that have been presented to you. They hope that you, having
become acquainted with the actual facts, will be induced to help in getting
the budget of our city schools increased until we have, at least, as large a
budget as other cities the size of Memphis. In the words of Cicero: "What
greater or better gift to the state is there than to train youth?"
BIRDIE MARIE HALL

CAN YOU IMAGINE?
Tommy Land, the ten o'clock scholar, coming at eight?
Richard Cooper not collecting dues?
Bob Rose not saying, "Now, listen, we've got to do something."
Grace Boler not typing.
Dot Jacobs not talking.
Walter Miller not having a large vocabulary.
Ida May Olree speaking out in class.
Lewis Blumenthal not talking about the drug store.
Birdie Marie Hall being dumb.
Katherine Dean and Tommy Haines not together.
Jean White not chewing gum.
Newton Cook not writing for the Triple S.
Ruth Lewis refusing to sing.
Albert Crews not being bashful.
Cornelia Van Vulpen being boisterous.
Edgar Busby not "shooting the bull."
Pearl Weisberger singing like Kate Smith.
William Gilliam being gloomy.
Ruth Keasler not writing poetry.
Edith Spotorno not being pretty.
Harold Basden not being smart.
Clifford Willis being tall.
Gladys Richardson not getting her man.
Ruth Trotter not being little and cute.
Martha Buchanan dyeing her hair black.
Woodson Vinson not thinking about Nellie.
Charles Church not working hard.
Theo Vanlandingham without his motorcycle.
J. J. Simpson not being musical.
Helen Malnar being conspicuous.
Jessie Poteet without a date.
Lullene Franklin not debating about something.
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CLASS PROPHECY
CLASS HISTORY
In February 1931, we, the present class of seniors, then humble and
very inconspicuous freshmen, entered this institution of higher learning
namely, South Side High School. The first few weeks were spent in learning
the ways and customs of a high school student; they passed very quickly for
soon we felt as if we were an indispensible part of the student body.
In February, 1932, we were sitting on top of the world. There were
new students entering our school, and we gladly turned our first name over
to them and took a new name that was handed down from the class just before
us. This year a few pupils from another high school joined our merry sop
homore band.
In February, 1933, we advanced still another step, (I may say quite a
few steps.) We received another name, "Juniors", and at this stage we advanced about twenty-five steps when we changed our reservations in the
auditorium from downstairs to the seats in the balcony.
«« In Jebruary> 1934> we were known to everyone in South Side as
Seniors .
Then we became the center of attraction in the balcony. As soon
as we assumed our new dignity, we elected class officers: Bob Rose, president;
Harold Basden, vice-president; Jessie Poteet, secretary; Richard Cooper,
treasurer. "We finish to begin again" was selected as the class motto; the
red rose was chosen as class flower; and silver and rose, the class colors.
During this, our senior year, the class enjoyed several entertainments,
a weiner roast, a swimming party and picnic supper, and a dance. At the
invitation of the 12-1's, the 12-2's joined in a theatre party, at the Orpheum,
losf6 i°ne °f GrCen Gables" was shown. "Kid Day" was December 14,
1934. The class members, dressed in children's clothes and fairy tale costumes,
presented the operetta, "Mother Goose Island." Every member of the class
participated.
The senior picture show, "Keep 'Em Rolling," given to help finance the
class senior edition of the Scrapper, was attended by a majority of the student body.
Preparation of this edition of the Scrapper proved of much interest to
e c ass.
alter Miller and his staff will long remember their first attempt
at bringing out a presentable magazine.
January 20th marked the beginning of graduation week.
,,
On that day
the baccalaureate sermon was delivered by Rev. J. W. Orr at the McLemore
Avenue Prsebyterian Church. On Tuesday night the class play, "Meet the
amily, was presented under the direction of Miss Laura Warne, and the
o owing Thursday, at the class day exercises; the history, prophecy, and last
wi an es ament were read. Then, last and most important, commencement
exercises were held on the night of January 25th.- Having received our di
plomas, we seniors of 1935 realized that our high school joys and worries were
KATHERINE DEAN, Historian.

Memphis, Tenn., January 25, 1949.
Dear Miss Tharp:
While sitting at my desk in my office the other day, my secretary
announced that there was a gentleman to see me.
I asked her to show him
in, and to my surprise it was Billy Gilliam, who was voted the most popular
boy in our senior class, as you no doubt remember. Billy said that he had
come to remind me of a certain task that was suggested on the night of our
graduating from South Side.
This task was for the one, most suited, to
write you a letter fifteen years from that day and tell you what had become
of every pupil in your twelve-two home room.
I had heard much of Billy's
success in life as a great surgeon who had performed many marvelous oper
ations for the benefit of the medical world, and I was very glad to see him.
Right now, Miss Tharp, I am correspondent writer for the International
Press Association. William, having come in contact with most of the pupils of
our class, at some time or other, decided that the promise made by our class
should be fulfilled. We are glad to say, Miss Tharp, that every one of your
children, as you always called us, has tried to follow the rules of honor and
character that you stressed so often in class; and as you will see, they have
all prospered by your advice and teaching.
A few of our class have stirred up national interest and have their names
in the "Who's Who Book of the Year 1949." The most noted is none other
than our valedictorian, Robert Rose, who is now dean of Harvard University,
and has a class of advanced Latin students. Harold Basden is also in college
work, being a professor in chemistry at Yale, and it is known throughout the
country that he has made many marvelous discoveries for science. Ruth -Trot
ter has taken some of the leading parts in many operas that have been very
successful, and she is known very widely because of her singing ability. Wood
son Vinson is head football coach of an undefeated eleven at the University
of Southern California, and Edgar Busby is now manager of the St. Louis
Cardinals. Richard Cooper is another outstanding figure in the sport world.
Soon after graduating he set a new world's record for the hundred-yard dash,
and is now track coach at the University of Tennessee at Knoxville.
Billy said that he had made several visits to Memphis, and while on these
visits he had run into quite a number of our classmates. Louis Blumenthal
is now one of the leading pharmacists in the city of Memphis, and the comanager of his drug store is none other than Edith Spotorno. Katherine
Dean and Thomas Haines were married at a quiet little church wedding, and
are residing in San Francisco, where Tommy is running a department store.
While in Memphis Billy happened to glance at a Goodwyn Institute schedule
and saw that Walter Miller was to give a talk on "The Good of Economics
for High School Students." Birdie Marie Hall and Jessie Poteet were mar
ried some few months after graduating from South Side, and both are taking
active parts in the different clubs for women in Memphis. Billy said that
while glancing over the ads in a newspaper the other day, he saw that Albert
Crews and his orchestra would open an engagement at the Ritz-Carleton
Hotel in New York City, featuring J. J. Simpson and his performance of
triple-toning a cornet, and also Helen Malnar, a blues singer of world renown.
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Ida Mae Olree is running a beauty shoppe in New York and we see her quite
often. Another one of our classmates that we often see is Clifford Willis,
who is boxing promoter at the Madison Square Garden. Another wellknown singer is Dorothy Jacobs, who is called the "Song Bird of the North,"
and it is rumored that she has as many followers as Kate Smith. Cornelia
811
an<* dean W^e are now co-managers of a style shop on Fortysecond Street, and it is known that they have the trade of most of the socie y people of that city. Tommy Land, we will always remember him as
simple Simon, is now the favorite radio announcer over the National Broad
casting Company and is known throughout radioland as the best master of
ceremonies on the radio.
, GtraCe Bo!er and Pearl Weissberger are operating jointly a journalism
and stenographic school; it is reported they have graduated a few of the
outstanding stenographers in the city of Memphis. Others who have gained
au
Y ^ the rEdi0 fieW are Theo Vanlandingham and Charles
FT" I""
Church. They have an act on the same order as Amos V Andy, but they call
emselves Famous n' Handy, and they seem to have quite a following of
nictur^^T^
?,
J.6" 3nd LU"ene FranWin are i'ust ^hing their first
picture. They had a hard climb to success, but it seems that they are
D° y0U remember Gladys Richardson?
1 t 0 t a m e
She
aer°Plane and With Dorothy Collins set a new endurance
record'«, *
he other day. Both of them have gained fame in the field of aviation.

learnpTf

7

'

WC mUSt teH y°U ab0Ut two more of our classmates,
Thev 7 01R 7i? t
after 'I! LeW;S 3nd Martha Buchanan'
went to New York soon
and marned two well-to-do boys; and Billy says that he sees
them
!
!
them quite often wintering on the beaches of Florida.

first seniornCrely A?® y°U haV6 enjoyed hearing this news from your
first senior class and know that you are, overjoyed at their successes in life.
Yours sincerely,
NEWTON COOK.
WILLIAM GILLIAM.
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LAST WI LL AND TESTAMENT
We, the graduating class of South Side High School, in the month of
January and the year of our lord ninteen hundred and thirty-five, being
in possession of generous hearts and also an indeterminate amount of proper
ty, visible and invisible, do hereby take this opportunity of displaying our
generosity by making the following articles our last will and testament:
Article I. To Mr. Gnuse, our beloved principal, we do hereby bequeath
our sincerest affection with the sole right to send any and all pupils from
the halls at the ninth period.
Article II. To Miss Cooney, our assistant principal, we leave the ex
clusive right to maintain order in the study hall on auditorium days and to
impress on the freshmen that they must perpetuate the culture and refine
ment of this great institution, of which they shall be a minor part.
Article III. To Miss Tharp, our lovely English teacher, who has strug
gled with us daily at the first period, the right to use any means, whether
foul or fair, to teach our lowly successors to write a complex sentence. We
charge her also to reveal to them the sacred and mysterious rites which pre
cede and attend the great ceremony of graduation.
Article IV. For Miss Meister, our librarian, we do hereby set aside a
fund with which to buy helpful volumes, such as "How to Chew Gum Without
Getting Caught," "Selections From Popeye," and "How to Be Beautiful," for
our library, which is so well attended by our scholars.
Article V. To Mr. f'arish, our good-looking chemistry professor, we
bequeath the right to blow up, "smell up," dissect, disassemble, or in any
way rearrange the great structure that houses our Alma Mater.
Article VI. To Miss Morrison we give the sole right to correct the girls
and boys who worship at this shrine of knowledge. We have the assurance
that she will give any needed advice or admonition, watching carefully to
see that they keep our school a clean and sanitary place.
Article VII. To the freshmen we leave the most worthy privilege of
continuing their studies at South Side for the next four years (or longer).
Article VIII. Distinguished members of our class bequeath the follow
ing accomplishments, titles, vanities, etc.:
Bob Rose leaves his dignified leadership to Lud King.
Charles Church leaves his mathematical ability to Birchard Haley.
Woodson Vinson leaves his alert attentiveness in class to Neil Cavette.
Thomas Land leaves his ability to be on time always to Melvin Moses.
Newton Cook leaves his "nose for news" to Thomas Blackwell.
Helen Malnar leaves her "quiet attitude" to "Salty" Reid.
Katherine Dean leaves her ability to "hold her man" to Ona Simmons.
Dorothy Collins leaves her place in the orchestra to "little sis" Marga
ret Collins.
^
Ruth Lewis leaves her title of "Song Bird of South Side" to Virginia
Jessie Poteet would leave her title of "honorary colonel" to Mary Altis
Slinkard but she wants to take it with her.
"Dot" Jacobs leaves her"gift of gab" to Margaret Martin
Clifford Willis leaves his "way with the girls" to Cecil Hall.
Article IX. To the remainder of the students we confer the unex-
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great masterpieces^'In^and^lf *1°** t0 th®
offer, suggest, order, or so otherwise^n^ Wh+£h

lunchroom> also
EngIish

to prepare
teachers shall

last will an„dteUsLmeSSof theFeEruary'cla^ of SI" ^ "*
Witnessed this twenty-fifth dav
nineteen hundred and thirty-five in
to sign their names.

T

Witn6SS this

BIRDIE MARIE HALL-

danuary' m the
6

year of our Lord,
Presence of those who here-

SIMPLE SIMON.
POPEYE THE SAILOR.
J. WELLINGTON WIMPY.
HAROLD BASDEN.

SENIOR KID DAY
And It,'
°" "*C°'«'
fnd Jill tripping g,iIy ,,
,wln , h ^ ®'°«l «-«n*-wliy them'. Jack
Bo-Peep, and all the rest of Mother G ootr' / 7? Slmple Simon' Little
yAm I dreaming—or
what. December 14 South <?,v?0 w u o
ferent; it's Senior Kid Day at South
~Se"iors-°h •' Well, that's difwasi beginning to get a little divzv +
Whew! that's a relief. I
Yep, it's- Kid Ly a S uthTde T
°Ut What'S * alJ ab°Ut"
the time of their lives. Here's' Mt T- IT
^ the seniors are having
and all her pupils, who are visiting Mothe"^ (bTet,ter known as Ruth Lewis)
dAnd the gay, lovable
Mother Goose, portrayed by "Dot" Jar h °°S^
Cole~Harold Basden-his chest puffed
ana stePPmg disdainfully along in all his regal
splendor.
is also a gala occasion for the* rest- ofThTt
"k'dS" °nCe again" 14
the httle operetta, "Mother Goose Island "n
°dy'who thoroughly enjoy
ef ^ the "kids" Lunch
time arrives, and the once haughty senior P
t0 aMex tw° °r three
tables » the lunchroom and demoLraT7
gaping lower Passmen the
proper etiquette to be observed at the tnhl
aWe' sans cutlery,
But the best of thine
.
is dismissed for
sometimes, and as school
next day they will return to the" old ro^' 80,?ew,,at tired but happy. The
show; on top of the world!
' but today—they're the whple

I call my sweet "Dangerous Road,"
A name that really serves
I call her that because, you see,
She has so many curves.
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SENIOR AMBITIONS
Harold Basden

"KiWish"

Hobl,y

"

"Editor"0^

Newton Cook
Dorothy Collins
Robert Rose
Charles Church
Jessie Potee:
Woodson Vinson
William Gilliam

"Pearlv
i ,,
„
^early Wearly" ...Eating
"Kitty"
"Tom"

ancmg
Kodaking

"New.ie"
*
«Dot"
"Bob"
"Tommv"
"Sweetie P;»"
"Woo Woo"
"Billy"

Sleeping
H "
English

Birdie Marie Hall
Ida May Olree ......
Helen Malnar

"pet»
"i<ja»
"Mally"

Theo Vanlandingham .."Van"
Gladys Richardson
"Dinky"
Richard Cooper
"Buddv"
Ruth Keasler
Albert Crews
Thomas Land

"Cleopatra" ..
"Crews"
"Tommy"'

Lullene Franklin

"Frankie"

Editb Sportono

"Quennv"

Jean White

.........«just jean"

be a

iady

To do the Carioca.
To be like "Kingfish B."
To
an A. M. degree.
Ambitionless.
To be a hardware man.
To meet the Prince of Wales.
To make NeUie Mrg_
To be another Lombardo.
To be a school teacher.
Jacob's line.
To dress like Mrs. Harrison
Williams.
To swim the English Channel.
To be a snake charmer.
To be Hke Mae West.
Winning an endurance talkTo learn D•

Clothes

"Louie"

To

To find the perfect girl.
To be a doctor.

f°?aking
™ng
?"
®
n°°tbaJ1

Cornelia Van Vulpen "Connie'"'
Grace Boler
«Gracie„
Martha Buchanan
"Mot"
Lewis Blumenthal

of leisure.
-fp-To have something we could
call a "Scrapper."
;l...To be a fan dancer.

PlaCes
ngr

Pearl Weisberger .
Clifford Willis
Katherine Dean
Thomas Haines . ..

o
Swimming
_ n
'
„?^lngr
Wlst°ry

'"g

p

contest-

To win HER heart.
Si °' T" C
Diamonds ...... To be a gym teacher.
'sagreeing ... To collect class dues at least
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Ambition

ln£ing'
To show B. Crosby how to
&inS„
Baseball .aV.J. .Babe Ruth.
Airplanes
To join the navy.
To°^
To graduate.
Studying
Stenographer.

Edgar Busby
"Leftv"
Ruth Lewis
"Teacher"
J. J. Simpson ...
"Con r™»
Ruth Trotter
.^"W'
Dot Jacobs
«Ma G
Walter Miller

T H E

t °T * m°nth'

Harrv
y W*
--To be a poet like WordsW°rth»
Economics
To give all the girls the air.
To g° steady with Sammye
« Hi"'
Art
attend school every day
for a weekAT
en
To take a trip on "The Good
Sbip L°"yP°P."
Gum
To be a football player like
Cooper.

THE IDEAL SENIOR CO-ED HAS—
Birdie Marie Hall's intelligence.
Dorothy Jacob's personality.
Jessie Poteet's eyes.
Grace Boler's complextion.
Katherine Dean's height.
Ruth Lewis' voice.
Dorothy Collins' hair.
Jean White's way with the teachers.
Ruth Keasler's figure.
Gladys Richardson's smile.
Ida May Olree's sereneness.
Cornelia Van Vulpen's dignity.
Pearl Weissberger's simplicity.
Edith Spotorno's dimples.
Ruth Trotter's agreeablness.
Lullene Franklin's serenity.
Martha Buchanan's frankness.
Helen Malnar's modesty.

THE IDEAL SENIOR BOY HAS—
Bob Rose's intelligence.
Walter Miller's vocabulary.
Richard Cooper's shyness.
Tommy Land's personality.
Lewis Blumenthal's business ability.
Tommy Haines' devotion.
Newton Cook's industry.
Albert Crew's hair.
Edgar Busby's eyes.
William Gilliam's dancing feet.
Harold Basden's wit.
Clifford Willis' smile.
Woodson Vinson's athletic ability.
Charles Church's physique.
Theo Vanlandingham's disposition.
J. J. Simpson's vo'ice.
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SENIOR ACTIVITIES
HAROLD BASDEN

THOMAS HAINES
Flower Committee.
Second Lieutenant R. O. T . C. ' 3 4 .
Dramatic Arts Club '34.

Kid Day Committee.

Social Committee.
Journalism Club '33-34
Debating Club '33-34. '
Arts Dlub '3
Sports Editor Triple S '33-34
Winner of Thirds Cup i„ ,
tin Tournament '34

cW— Scr""" '35LEWIS BLUMENTHAL

French Club '31.
Invitation Committee.
EDGAR BUSBY

All-Southern Chorus '31
Glee Club '31-32.
Baseball '34.
All-Memphis Baseball '34
S Club.
Spanish Club '32.
CHARLES CHURCH
s°ng Committee.
Football '33-34.
First Sergeant R. O. T C '34
Basketball '33-34
S Club.
NEWTON COOK
Class Day Committee
Journalism Club '33-34
Debating Club '33
Club Editor Scrapper '35.
RICHARD COOPER
Class Day Committee
Debating Club '34.
Football '33-34.
Track '32-33
S Club.

ALEERT CREWS
Song Committee.
Invitation Committee.

HELEN MALNAR
French Club '33-34.
Invitation Committee.

WILLIAM GILLIAM
Class Prophet
S e c o n d L i e u t e n a n t R . O. T . C . ' 3 4 .
Band '31-32.
Glee Club '33-34.
Dramatic Arts Club '34
Journalism Club '33-34.
Triple S Staff '33-34.
Football Manager '34.

IDA MAY OLREE
Song Committee
Invitation Committee

THOMAS LAND
Rifle Team '34.
First Lieutenant R. O. T. C. '34.
Dramatic Arts Club '34.
WALTER MILLER
Editor-in-Chief Scrapper '35.
Social Committee.
Invitation Committee.
ROBERT ROSE
National Honor Society.
Chairman Debating Club '33
Business Manager Triple S '33-34.
Debating Team '34.
Dramatic Arts Club '34.
Journalism Club '33-34.
Second Place in Oratorical Con
test '33.
President Honor Society '34.
Valedictorian '35.
J- J. SIMPSON
Glee Club '31.
Band '31-32-33-34.
Drum Major '32.
Dramatic Arts Club '34.
International Relations Club '34.
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THEO VANLANDINGHAM
Captain Rifle Team '33.
Tennis '33.
Glee Club '34.
Debating Club '34.
First Lieutenant R 0. T. .C '34
S Club.

WOODSON VINSON
Baseball '33-34.
Track '34.
Football '34.
S Club.
CLIFFORD WILLIS
Kid Day Committee.
Ring Committee.
Boxing Team '33.
S Club.
GRACE BOLER
Kid Day Committee
Spanish Club '31-32.
Typist for Tripls S '34,
Scrapper '35.
MARTHA BUCHANAN
Flower Committee.
Spanish Club '31-32.
Dramatic Arts Club '34.
Class Play.
DOROTHY COLLINS,
Song Committee.
Orchestra '31-32-33-34.
Latin Club '33-34
State Championship Glee Club '34.
KATHERINE DEAN
Kid Day Committee.
Ring Committee.
Class Historian.
Orchestra '31-32.
Class Play.

LULLENE FRANKLIN
Flower Committee.
Home Economics Club '34.
DOROTHY JACOBS
Song Committee.
Pickwick Club '33.
Dramatic Arts Club '34.
RUTH KEASLER
Glee Club '31-32.
French Club '31-32-33.
Dramatic Arts Club '34.
Class Poet.
Song Committee.
Ring Committee.
Kid Day Committee.
International Relations Club '34.
Journalism Club '34.
BIRDIE MARIE HALL
Kid Day Committee.
Basketball '31.
Pickwick Club '33-34.
Glee Club '31-34.
Prep Club '34
Testatrix.
Student Reporter for PressScimitar.
RUTH LEWIS
Spanish Club '32.
Home Economics Club '33-34.
Girl Reserves '34.
Glee Club '34.
Kid Day Committee.
Reporter Home Economics Club
'33-34.
JESSIE POTEET
All-Southern Chorus '31.
President Home Economics
Club '33.
Second Place Winner Home Eco
nomics Award '34.
Honorary Lieutenant-Colonel
'34-35
Circulation Manager Scrapper '35.
President Sponsors' Club '34.
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GLADYS RICHARDSON
Flower Committee.
Girl Reserves '32.
Dramatic Arts Club '34.
Class Play.
EDITH SPOTORNO
Home Economics Club '34.
Invitation Committee.
CORNELIA VAN VULPEN
Class Day Committee.
Social Committee.
Home Economics Club '33-34.
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RUTH TROTTER
Flower Committee.
Glee Club '31-32-33.
French Club '31-32
Dramatics Art Club '34.
Class Play '35.
PEARL WEISSBERGER
Flower Committee.
French Club '33-34.
JEAN WHITE
Class Day Committee.
Social Committee
International Relations Club '3

CLASS JINGLES
They say that Ruth Kealser is blue at times,
Maybe for Harry Walsh she pines.
Harold Basden, the true wit of the class,
Has finally fallen for a brunet lass.
Edith Spotorno, a beautiful girl,
Has Lewis Blumenthal in a whirl.
We never knew that Edgar could croon,
Maybe he's been practicing under the moon.
Newton Cook is a hard little worker
And he hopes to be a newspaper "jerker".
Tardy Tommy Land will preach forever
The old motto, "Better late than never".
Walter Miller this Scrapper did edit,
And to him is due all the credit.
Our valedictorian is smart Bob R.
And the best one ever produced so far.
Pretty Grace Boler is quite illustrious
For Mrs. Cooney she's very industrious.
Tommie Haines is a pretty good fellow;
No one can say he's green or yellow.
What is it that makes Katherine D. so gay?
Perhaps its just her natural way.
Dorothy C. makes a cute Miss Muffett,
But she sat on a pillow instead of a tuffet.
Lullene Franklin can hardly be found,
Because she's so quiet when she's around.

Very true blue is Birdie Marie.
She sees no boys but her own C. D.
A very quiet girl is Ida Mae;
She never has anything to say.
A dependable girl is Cornelia Van,
She never seems to worry about a man.
Modest Jean White chews lots of gum,
And thinks the boys are very "bum",
Ruth Lewis is quite a pleasant gal;
She would make anyone a dandy pal.
Helen Malnar is quiet as a cat,
But that's the kind that catches the rat.
J. J. Simpson, a syncopated lad,
Is always funny and never sad.
Theo V. is the crooner's king.
And he can almost sing like Bing.
Clifford W., the babe of the class,
If graded on chatter, would surely pass.
Woodson Vinson dreams all day
Of some sly trick to steal Nellie S. away.
Charlie Church is always in a smile,
And he only sees the things worth while.
Richard Cooper deserves a hand
Because of his work as a football man.
If ever there's wanted a tiny kid,
Ruth Trotter should certainly get the bid.
Pearl Weissberger, a man hating blonde,
Says to the men, "Go jump in the pond".
Dot Jacobs is really a jolly good soul,
She has lots of humor and is quite droll.
Jessie Poteet is known for her dances
And her numerous light romances.
Gladys R's wedding bells will soon ring,
And "Here comes the Bride" someone will sing.
Martha B. is a tall slim girl,
And she has many beautiful curls.
Because of his gift with the girls to speak,
William G. was voted the one Class Shiek.
We never know what Albert C. thinks about,
But we all agree he's a pretty good scout.
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ACTIVITIES
JOURNALISM CLUB
in room 314 under the' super vision"of M^Vl ^v,'" meetings eyery Friday
of this club is to provide Lterial for
^ Clint°n" The PurP<>se
school. At the beginning of the t
! bl~monthly Paper published in the
now it has increased considerabtanedrmh
™ ^ * nUmber' but
a
Two parties have been enioverf h ^
thirty active members,
membersroast at Riverside Park and the nthy
The first was a weiner
games played and plenty of refresWn7" * P^yTTheld in room 314, with
U"like °ther cIubs' a*y
one can join and is invited to do so
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The girls' and boys' glee clubs of South Side High have been the best
ever organized at this school. Both glee, clubs are practicing hard this year,
hoping to win the same honors that last year's glee clubs carried off at the
state teachers' convention.
Three programs were given before the Christmas holidays, one being
over the radio, jointly with the South Side Forum.
The glee clubs gave a
performance at the Hotel Devoy and were loudly applauded for their ex
ceptional singing. The other performance was given in the auditorium before
the student body, with the club singing Christmas carols. With the assist
ance of Miss Gordon, they have worked hard on an operetta, "An Old Spanish
Custom," which will be presented in fhe early spring.

S. P. Q. R. (LATIN CLUB)

PICKWICK CLUB
10 and selected the giris that^ere^o b lts flrst meetin£ of the year on October
ones to whom
- the club. The
were:
01ive Hinderer, Mary Altis Slinkard, Clara Mowen C
Vernice Holland, and Opal Anderson
** Lotti' Yvonne Holland,
club at'the IZeToZ
T"* *** ~ ™ b* tbe
the week that began November 10 thf0™"1^ §' °Uring Book Week- °r
Miss Meister to bring before the student
*5® °f the club worked with
reading books. They did this by presenting^* th''0" d> ^ importance of
* o
members were entertained with a erZh
- of the term were
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GLEE CLUBS

bef°,re the Chnstmas

an interest"
holidays, the
for the

=gs

SPANISH CLUB
C,Ub eleCted the
following officers ^prTsldent,Eugene Hind T*
Opal Anderson; social chairman, Martha Belle a"'SeCretary and treasurer,
Enloe Buxbaum. The club has
A *.
Thomas; program chairman,
ning of the term. One was a r,icn° t m° S°Cial affairS since tb* En
joyed the delightful refreshment • andtt. T^' WherC the members e"at which time Spanish games were'ptyed
*** ^ &t Riverside Park-

HOME ECONOMICS CLUB
The Home Economics Club moves on t Th* u- <. * ,
was to become affiliated with th^ 4object of the club this term
associations. After plenty of hard
®nt dubs of the state and national
tion and realized its ambition. Thro^gk'the^ I™*"* W°"
body and faculty in the recent sales funds w
°"0pera*,on of the student
state and national associations Thil
secured to pay dues to the
011 >S
t0 be scoffed at'- its
steady growth speaks for itself
TheHf"'?
1116 Hom® Economics Club moves on!

Motto: Non scholae sed vitae discimus (We learn, not for school, but
for life).
Officers: consuls, James Maddux and Mary Altis Slinkard, censor,
Marjorie Lipscomb; quaestor, Virginia Ragsdale; praetor, Evelyn Taylor;
scriba notarum, Olive Hinderer; scriba historiae, Thomas McLemore.
The S. P. Q. R. has had a comparatively small membership this year.
But we feel that, although the quantity of our work is necessarily reduced
thereby, the quality remains the same. We have spent most of this term in
a study of Vergil and his works, interspersed with several social meetings
The final program of this term will be held on January 22, 1935. Again we
wish to invite all those eligible to join the club at the beginning of the new
term in February.

DRAMATIC ARTS CLUB
The Dramatic Arts Club organized for the school year on October 18,
1934, with Miss Warne as sponsor. Officers of the club are as follows:
President, Harold Basden; vice president, Richard Cooper; secretary, Irene
Webb; reporter, Evelyn Taylor; treasurer, Geneva Lotti. The meetings
were held every first and third Thursday and second and fourth Wednesdays.
At every meeting various members entertained with an interesting program.

BIOLOGY CLUB
With the twenty-one members taking an active part in everything under
taken, the Biology Club has enjoyed one of its most successful terms since
being organized. The club was divided into two divisions, with each divi
sion striving to gain more points than the other by classifying the different
kinds of plants. At each meeting a program was given which made the club
more interesting for the students. The meetings of the club are held every
first and third Thursday in each month. The only restriction on members
is that the pupil shall have taken a course in biology before being able to join.
The officers are as follows: president, W. J. Foster; vice-president, Paul
Hodges; secretary, Mary Louise Goodman; reporter, Malcolm Clark.
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R. O. T. C.
honor school rating in the annual C.amed

coveted distinction of
«.hls
ATaS iZ'Tc h;l'z enj0yed the
i934- A= •
Of leading all parades and other actiAi '
,
Privilege
five Memphis high schools
Ac . Jt'vltles engaged in by the units of the
0
f
distinCtion
each
cadet sports a small red star on his^arslelvt?" * °
drill. As an added l^centive1*?^ m pr®paration for the coming competitive
month. The June, s panted ^h "V*, * "kn°Ck°Ut driU" heId ^
by some other cadet.
The boVs n th
^ Wea™ Until deposed
tunate to have the old stiff nf,Li
I Unlform company are indeed forrolled collars, which are much
/ r6plaCed by the new coats with
The officers of the unit are: ' C°mf°rtabIe and dressier lookin*
tenant11; tZ Ha^l^nlnt!

Cr°SS'

jutant; Montroy BartTtrca^n"1Ral
^]

lieutenants.

'

'

P.n^nt?

The° Vanla»dingham,

Ph

lieu-

maJ°r'' Walter Law' ad"
Moak, Nyle Walker, Melvin Moses,

S,r""t Daueht|y,

.re whipping ,he

DEBATING CLUB
well> due to the
ability Of th^stmRnt^tha^are^ enrolled ^Th
club for the past term has sponsored bi-monthly radio programs nve t factivities have been carried on A humor" ?? ^ addition to this other
te Was given in the audi"
torium before the student bodv t,4
enjoying the humorous remarks made by the pupils who present
Sides of the argument.
The officers are as fo lows ores f !
Bernard Messinger; secreTry.^ylL sbT
vice president,
y
tls sllnkard; program chairman, Margaret Martin.

president, Mrf Lwhns^'brTught
drive, conducted in the form of a
of $5.00 was offered to the Lme
t
bership. The 12-2 senior classTas""^*
ment thereby winning the $5.00 awlrd.
its
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off the much

leadership of its

about by a membership
^ h°me r°°ms- An award
a 100 per cent mem*
* 10° PCr C6nt enro11"

broug:bt

its P-T-A-'and pled*es

CLASS OF JUNE, 1935
Adams, Elizabeth
Allen, Goldie
Allen, Virginia
Anderson, Opal
Austin, Aileen
tabin, Prances
Bailey, Mildred
Billingsley, Katherine
Blanz, Ruth
Butler, Myrtle
Campbell, Melba
Cash, Sally
Coleman, Dorothy
Davis, Louise
Dayton, Ethel
Demetrio, Hulda
Dickey, Ethel
Dickinson, Mary Frances
Dougan, Ruby
Dowdy, Josephine
Farley, Dorothy
Folkerts, Mary
Fowinkle, Ella
Gary, Susie
Gnuse, Ruth
Gonzales, Marjorie
Green, Christine
Harris, Rivers
Hinderer, Olive
Holland, Annetta
Holland, Vernice
Holland, Yvonne
Holt, Margueritte
Hopper, Amelia
Horion, Mary Elizabeth
Ives, Marion

Jenne, Beatrice
Lickey, Margaret
Lotti Geneva
Lucy, Mildred
Martin, Marigaret
Maupin, Theresa
McDonough, Juanita
Mowen, Clara
Murvin, Charlotte
Myers, Mary
Pollen, Margaret
Reeves, Elizabeth
Rush, Elizabeth
Sauer, Virginia
Sellers, Ruby
Sigman, Fay
Slinkard, Mary Altis
Spiotta, Yola
Stanley, Clara
Talerico, Frances
Taylor, Alice
Taylor, Evelyn
Warner, Claire
Wills, Martha Jane
Wilson, Eva Ruth
Winn, Jeannette
Yarbrough, Carmen
Zinn, Grace
Acree, George
Bartlett, Montroy
Berzansky, Oscar
Bizzell, Hubert
Brasswell, Ralph
Cavette, Neil
Clark Don
Coleman, James
Cooper, Cecil

Cox, James
Crews, James
Cross, Newell
Delbridge, Clarence
Dorland, George
Dortch, John
Edwards, Thomas
Emery, Charles
Green, Cecil
Gardner, Eddie
Harris, Jack'
Harris, Jimmy
Hayley, Birchard
Hindman, Eugene
Irwin, Claude
Jackson, Frank
Johnson, William
King, Lud
Law, Walter
Maddux, James
McLemore, Thomas
Messinger, Benard
Moses, Melvin
Myers, DeWitt
Pearlman, Milton
Renshaw, J. J.
Ryan, John
Skelton, Allie
Speer, Lamar
Stroud, Joseph
Toulon, Jerry
Townsend, Guy
Treadway, Charles
Walker, Nyle
Williamson, Everett
Wilson, Woodrow
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Beecroft, Hugh
Buxbaum, Enloe
Dacus, Ben
Dorch, Jerome
Jones, Billy
Lingo, David
Marshall, Carl
McEarland, hred
Smith, BL1
Steward, James
Todd, Rolland
Wardlaw, William
West, Albert
White Harold,
Winn, Richard
Black, Mabel
Brunner, Elsie Mae
Butler, Ruby
Cunningham, Virginia
Epstein, Rebecca
Garner, Lilabel
Hilliard, Virginia
Hundley, Beverly
Inabinet, Madelyn
Kapelow, Sylvia
Pace, Margie
Pittman, Eugenia
Plotner, Lorene
Reynolds, Annie Mae
Rodgers, Mae
Rush, Lillian
Shanks, Delia Faye
Thetford, Christine
Thompson, Emma Louise
Waldran, Ena
Werner, Kathryn
Wood, Opal
Lynch, Mary Jane
Cicalla, Anthony
Coffland, Lewis
Courtney, Ray
Davidson, Billy
Foster,W. J.
Garrison, James

Goss, Claude
Hammill, Joseph
Hiigginbotham, Sam

Laysden, Earl

Gebhardt, Robert

Pearrow, Jack

Love joy, Henry

Grimmer, Carl

Strong, Sherman

LeDuke, Paul

Hamilton, Allie

Irwin, Claude

Parker, Thomas

Hamlin, Charles

King, Rufus

Nolen James

Hays, Robert

Turne, Hopkins

Hardwick, William
Hodges, Paul
Hodges, Winfred
Hart, Thomas
Jackson, Edward
Jetcv, Edward
Jones, C. D.
Lester, Arvil
Marsh, Eugene
Martin, Jack
Mclntyre, John
McKay, Russell
McNeer, J. W.

Lovell, Harry
Lipscomb, Radford
M,oak, Ralph
Pike Leon
Rook D. S.
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Ryan, Johnny
Arnett, Marguerite
Berry, Floramye

Black, Virginia
Speer, Billy
Brown, Mary
Spencer, William
Collins, Beatrice
Ward, Floyd
Copus, Elizabeth
Williams, Willie
Dinwiddie, Agnes
Wilson, Herbert
Earle, Novelle
White, Bob
Hart, Martha
Young, Allen
Hood, Floirne
Babin, Gladys
Hudnall, Virginia
Ammons, Mary
Jones, Martha
Bradley, Julie
Knight, Eliose
Collins Mary Elizabeth
McEllroy, Margorie
Corbett, Lillie
Mayhall, Virginia
Erwin, Sue
McNeen, Frances
Foster, Elsie
Neal, Lorine
Ferguson, Maxine
Passene, Louise
Landes, Helen
Patrick, Alma
Patrick, Louise
Ragsdale, Virginia
Rawlins, Jean
Rowe, Alia Mae
Roberts, Dorothy
Wolfe, Jeanette
Stockwell, Harriet
Wooten, Virginia
Tidwell, Mary Elizabeth Borer, Thelma
Watson, Mary Virginia Collins, Margaret
White, Mildred
Hood, Lorine
Wills, Virginia
Mabry, Esther
Woodall, Frances
Todd, Ethel
Aycock, Julian
Burson, Sam
Baer, Herman
Busby, J. M.
Boles, Beryl
Calhoun, Howard
Chambers, Elmer
Case, Charles
Eaton, Windell
Collins Ben
Evans, Alban
Copeland, Berkley
Faulk, Hays
Demetrio, Eugene
Leonard, Bill
Farino, Mike

J

Lunn, Iris
Major, Mary Evelyn
McKinney, Martha
Thompson, Woodrow
McNabb, Janie
Wright, Herman
Renshaw, Nelle Jane
Barrett, Bertha
Sanders, Nell
Boyle, Mildred
Siebert, Ruth
Butler, Doris
Shanks, Ena
Delisi, Matilda
Savage, Adelle
Dickson, Alma
Shelton, Daisy B.
Gloven, Leota
Steele, Ruby
Goodman, Mary Louise
Taylor, Nedra
Terry, Nell
Herbert, Marjorie
Timms, Madeline
Hickson, Anna
Tisdale, Earnestine
Higginbotham, Helen
Webb, Irene
Hinds, Mabel
Hochnedel, Mary Elizabeth White, Dorothy
Williams, Irene
Jackson, Betty
Wood, Grace
Keys, Sarah
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Abernathy, Margaret,
Albonetti, Claire

Hartness, Frances
Hassfurder, Gene

Appling, Elizabeth

Hatley, Ann

Alsup, Clellia

Hensley, Fay

Ashburn, Mary Nell
Atkins, June
Babb, Katherine

Hipps, Mary Ellen
Hirsh, Ruby

Blemer, Jane

Hood, Adele

Billings, Sarah

Horton, Carolyn

Riley, Mildred

Bledsoe, Willie Frances
Booth, Josephine
Brandon, Mary
Brunell, Margaret
Burdict, Fern Louise
Burns, Florence
Burkhardt, Dorothy
Caylor, Miriam
Campbell, Jackie
Carter, Eva Mae
Choate, Anita
Christensen, Louise
Coleman, Martha
Collinson, Martha
Caravens, Katherine
Dacus, Katherine
Darden, Evelyn
Dayton, Lillian
Dicky, Elizabeth
Dowdy, Margaret
Dunahoo, Martha
Duncan, Ruby
Farino, Rose
Fewell, Juanita
Fisher, Ruth
Garvelli, Angeline
Gimson, Dorothy
Gobie,, Goldie
Green, Mildred
Glisson, Dorothy
Guintini, Josephine
Hall, Rosetta
Harper, Margaret
Harrel, Elizabeth

Higginbotham, Jayne

Hudson, Johnny f'ay
Hughes, Myra
Hurst, Mary Louise
Ingram, Georgia
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Perkins, Fern

Young, Delia

Downing, Robert

Perry, Brownie

Acree, Bill

Dunagan, Howard

Jones, Luvher

Phelps, Edna Mae

Alexander, Paul

Eastman, Charles

Kavalaras, Louis

Phillips, Ruby

Anderson, Charles

Edmond, Clay

Kenney, Everett

Picard, Juanita

Anderson, Fred

Edward, Bobby

Kenney, Frank

Pryor, Mary Elizabeth

Babin, Louis

Eubanks, Milon

Knox, Castle

Ramsey, Vera

Bain, Frank

Fanning, Joeseph

Kuhl, Fred

Riley, Margurite

Bartlett, Earl

Farris, Leonard

Lane, Robert

Bass, John

Fanus, Frank

Jones, Hamilton

Lawson, Jack

Robertson, Georgia

Batte, Harold

Freeman, Johnny

Long, Fulton

Robertson, Mary-

Bellott, Arthur

Galbreath, Dicky

Rook, Lucille

Love, Fred

Berryhill, Ernest

Gallagher, Barney

Lreffel, Charles

Scruggs, Mary Irene

Biggs, Perry

Gilbertson, Johnny

Maddox, Ford

Singleton, Willie Mae

Blackwell, Tom

Grilli, Guido

Mahr, Fred

Johnson, Anne

Sechlet, Marie H.

Brahic, Oscar

Goldman, Carl

Mardowitz, Jack

Sheffield, Cora Lee

Kirkpatrick, Mildred

Brown, Gordon

Goldman, Sidney J.

Sheffield, Gertie Mae

King, Dorothy
Koen, Thelma

Brown, L. E.

Gray, Paul

Simmons, Ona

Mattis, Emmett

Buchanan, George

Greene, James

Maxwell, Hugh
McDaniel, John

Jackson, Winifred
Ingram, Helen

Kearney, Margaret
Laughlin, Margaret
Lipscomb, Margie
Mabry, Catherine
Magee, Sarah
Mayfield, Ruby
McMorris Laura Mae
McGee, Evelyn
Melton, Ruby Lee
Mize, Mary
Moore, Mary
Moore, Myrtle
Moriaty, Annete
Mullins, Laura
Murphey, Etna Marie
Murphey, Mary
Myers, Margaret
Myers, Fannie Belle
Nichols, Genevieve
O'Neil, Jines
Oster, Catherine
Parker, Louise
Pendergrass, Dean
Perkins, Blanche

Spotorno, Virginia
Sowell, Ellen
Smiddy, Evelyn
Smith, Katherine
Smith, Aenice
Standfield, Sarah
Stokes, Jean
Story, Margaret
Strickland, Betty
Talarico, Catherine
Taylor, Margaret
Temple, Neomi
Thomas, Mar.ha
Townsend, Ann
Vaughn, Catherine
Wall, Ruby
Walker, Davie Ruth
Webb, Josephine
Williamson, Carolyn
Wilson, Helen
Wilson, Millie
Williamson, Margfiret
Wiseman, Frances
Wood, Helen
Wooten, Margie

Martin, Lawrence

Burks, James

Greer, Willie

Bury, Harry

Gude, Carl

Mclntyre, Robert

Bryant, Walter

Gude, Henry

McKnight, Clyde

Caldwell, Henry

Guintinni, Louis

McLemore, Hillis

Caylor, George

Haire, Nathaniel

McNeely, Eugene

Caylor, Milton

Hall, Roy Charles

Meelolte, James

Chadwick, William

Hancock, Robert

Merrill, Dick

Clark', Malcolm

Harper, James

Clay, Robert

Harper, Jewell

Moore, Horace

Cockroft, Bobby

Harrell, Ben

Morris, Mace

Collins, James

Harris, Grady

Morrow, Alfred

Cook, Pete

Hays, Aaron

Murvin, Marvin

Corbett, William

Hejndley, Allen

Newton, Harry

Cotton, Owen

Holloway, Ray

Nichols, Elbert

Cotton, Robin

Houston, William

Norfleet, James

Covington, Vernon

Hughes, Billy

Palvado, James

Cunningham, Oscar

Humprey, Paul

Pardue, James

Davis, Robert

Humpreys, W. D.

Parks, Floyd

Davidson, J. W.

Irwin, James

Parson, Russell

Demetrio, Charles

Johnson, Bobby

Patterson, Walton

Dickerson, Eugene

Foles, Scott

Pearlman, Harry

Moore, Clark
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Person, Irwin
Porter, Woodrow
Procter, Burney
Rice, Harvey
Richardson, Fred
Roach, Maurice
Ross, Everette
Schroeppel, Carl
Scruggs, Raymond
Sellers, Jim
Sellers, Weldon
Sexton, Curtis
Seymour, Eugene
Shafer, Denneth
Sharp, David

Siler, Malcolm

Todd, Earl

Simmons, Gordon

Towne, Fred

Sisk, Allison

Turner, Homer

Skarpolegas, Charles
Slusser, Marion
Smiddy, Frank
Smith, Forest
Smith, Hugh
Smith, Luther
Smith, Thomas
Smith, Walter
Snighton, William
Soule, Calvin
Starreet, George
Sullivan, John L.
Taylor, William

•
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FRESHMEN
Ball Howard

Katz, Esther

Wagner, June

Forister, J. W.

Nolen, Eupice

Walton, Mildred

Brewer, Harry

Verrell, Victor

Slayton, Virginia Ann

Chandler, John Thos.

Hazel, Joseph

Walden, Joe

Sullivan, Rena May

Deckard, Virgil

Walker, Jack

Gullett, Warren
McAdams, Leslie

Weaver, Mary

Evensky, Jack

Walton, Edward

Wilson, Willie

Galbreath, James

Watts, William

Warbritton Joe

Wright, Lucille

Hoover, Charles

McKinney,Billy

Wayman, Earnest

Cavallo, Josephine

Hall, Cecil

Wilder, Jack

Wayman, Tutor

Moore, Vivian

Harris, Walter

Elcaai, Allen

Abernathy, Baylor

Key, Walter

Weaver, John
Wells, Allen
Wood, Fred
Wright, Franklin

Hall, Rosetta

Carr, Kelly

Maners, Craig

Simmons, Ona

Cox, James

Pollen, Charles

Stott, Ruby

Donovan, Phillip

Roberts, Nelson

Bryant, Roy

Yates, John

Radord, Solomon

Achlen, Thomas

Eaton, C. W.
Goodell, Harry

Anderson, J. S.

Grimes, George

Warren, John

Boatwright, Edwin

Lasley, John

Walters, Jack

Brim, Bobby

Laster, John

Woodward, Noonan

Fletcher, Roland

Mogridge, James

Alexander, Alma

Fratini, Adelio

Osborn, Robert

Bridges, Catherine

Humphrey, Bert

Seymour, Richard

Burson, Rose

Kidwell, Eugene
Maddox, James

Roberts, William

Bowman, Katie

Van Huss, Alfred

Chenault, Evelyn

Martin, William

Wideman, James

Dougan, Helen
Greer, Helen

Williamson, Jep

McAteer, John

Biggs, Billy

Roofner, Paul

Collins, Clara

Sahders, Ernest

Cross, Christine

How, Helen

Warlick, Lawrence

Kourvelas, Venus

Woodall, James

Fisher, Olive
Haire, Gloria

Frank, Willis

Howe, Grace

Moriarity, Jean

Boyce, Douglas

Humphreys, Oleeta

Milam, Almeda

Covingtojn, Melvin

Jackson, Lolar

McMillian, Dorsey

Banks, Doris

Jordan, Margaret

Creasy, Leota

Lampley, Nellie Mae

Scruggs, Dorothy

Findley, Dora

Laughter, Geraldine

Taylor, Lucille

Flack, Sue

Schneider, Thelma

Warford, Martha

Hickson, Geneva

Scott, Lois

Walker, Helen

Hogan, Jewell

Seay, Merrye

Yates, Wanda

Joeseph, Helen

Stabelton, Effie Lee

Belton, Fred

"Till, Otellian

McGruder, Margaret

Seibert, Margaret
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Bledsoe, Billy
Bocchini, Henry
Caylor, Robert
Childers, Phillip
Christqnson, Jack
Cobb, James
Crim, Bob
Cross, Ben
Dawkins, Cecil

FRESHMEN

Cook, Earl

Fox, Richard

Phillips, Billy,

Evans, Malcolm

Gaia, Gladys

Maclin, Vadis

Jcnes, Orville

Pitts, Billy

Hall, Emily

McCoy, Georgia

Feeble, Albert
Gr.lli, Velsen

Kavelaras, Nick

Randall, Harry

Henley, Jewell

McCrite, Mary

McClintock, W. B.

Rhodes, James

Keating, Edward

Hooker, Jimmie

Moon, Myrtle Mae

Owings, Herbert

Roper, Henry

Johnston, Camalla E.

Purser, Annie Lois

Patterson, Roy

Shute, Orman

Kelly, Mary Sid

Riley, Eula

Ray, James Albert

Strader, Joe

Krayer, Lena Louise

Schwerin, Catherine

Reinmiller, Russell

Wood, Paul

Nolan, Dorothy

Stringer, Ruth

Kuehn, Vernon
McNeely, Billy
McNeer, V. M.
Nolen, Thomas

Dean, Douglas

Seibert, George

Patrick, Houston

Brewer, Anne

Pieroni, Edith

Tacker, Evelyn

Ellis, Henry
Epstein, Carl

Stewart, Richard

Emery, Virginia

LeDuke, Boyce

Rials, Lucille

Teglia, Lenore

Sullivan, Ozier

Floyd, Juanila

Robbins, Elma

Walton, Pauline

Weakley, Parvin

Henry, Tommie

Stubblefield, Emily

White, Marguerite

Cubbins, Charles

Lancaster, Jane

Vaughn, Otis

Carter, Marie

Beeson, Mary Elizabeth

Liles, Elise

Walker, Virginia

Pinstein, Delia

White, Mildred

Blanton, Jewell

Cutcher, Dorothy
Edmunds, Mary

Brackebt, Annie Lee
Home, Sarah
Hughes, Mildred

Ryan, Mary Catherine

Wilbourn, Annie Bee

Crutchfield, James

Stigman, Josephine

Baskin, Gladys

Davis, Howard

Lewis, Jane

Dickerson, Margaret

Stockton, Peeble

Billings, Frances

Fitzgerald, Roy

Liles, Mary Frances

Frazier, Margaret

Wheeler, Bessie

Binkley, Josephine

Golightly, Roy

McGregor, Emma

Williams, Ernestine

Biggs, Norma

Honey, Ray

Mason, Dorothy

Wilson, Katherine

Clark, Florence

Jones, Teddy

Millner, Buelah

Smith, Margaret

Davis, Kathleen

Laster, M. C.

Parks, Mary

Allen, LaRue

Drake, Doris

Lingo, W. C.

Smith, Margaret

Babin, Frances

Ealon, Doris

Little, Elzie

Stockton, Romonia

Ballew, Martha Jane

Fortner, Burnadette

Maclin, Herman

Tidwell, Erlyne

Bessinger, Lucille

Garner, Verniel

Nelson, Waymon

Torina, Jonnie Mae

Berryhill, Rosa Lee

Gary, Rosa Lee

Nichols, Walter

Baker, James

Brown, Dorothy

Harris, Naomi

Oldham, Walter

Eubanks, G. W.
Fitzgerald, Horace
Flack, Jack
Fowinkles, Will
Gregory, Robert
Irwin, Oliver
Johnson, Curtis
Joles, Edward
Keen, William
Knight, Ray
Lively, Donald
McKinney, Bobby
Kaup, Edward
Moak, Lester
Moore, John
Parker, Charles
Roberts, Gregory
Seibold, Arthur
Babin, Nell
Battistelli, Melba
Covington, Nina
Davenport, Frances
Guidroz, Mickey
McMillian, Edith
Brook's, Ben
Cogswell, James
Colsky, Jake

Porter, Robert
Allen, Grace
Bacchini, Catherine
Cain, Mary
Coulson, Ruby Fay

Goodell, Evelyn
Hague, Charlotte
Hitt, Louise
Lickey, Martha
Lutz, Mildred
Mynell, McDurman
Morton, Pauline
Parsons, Eva Mae
Piatt, Bertha Mae
Presley, Geraldine
Thigpen, Dorothy
Whitmore, Patricia
Black, Charles
Bradley, Andrew
Bullard, Henry
Cawthon, B. V.
Cogswell, Robert

Brownlee, Robert

Baraett, Alex

Campbell, Frances

Hess, Elizabeth

Perkins, Ira

Bolton, Oliver

Carwile, Virginia

Hill, Margurite

Schroeppel, Harold

Carter, Robert

Ciaramitaro, Rose

Hodges, Evelyn

Spangler, Billy

Cawein, Fred

Connally, Nadine

Holder, Hazel

Williams, Carl

Chambers, David

Cobb, Onita

Hutchins, Evelyn

Wilson, Junius

Dixon, Clyde

Dyer, Cleo

Laws, Julie Anne

Accardi, Mary

Gibson, William

Farino, Phiaomena

Howard, Wallace

Lawson, Dorothy

Faulk, Justine

Mansfield, Waymon

Long, Lorraine

Forrister, Nellie

Fanning, Harold

Perry, John

Folkerts, Orville

Frazier, Louise

Peters, Archie

Lenderman, Lucille
Lenderman, Mary

Gala, Louise

Macklein, Louise

Carter, Earline
Casey, Mary
Collins, Nell
Cooper, Viola
Cox, Sara
Daughtry, Marjorie
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FRESHMEN
Dickey, Janie
Gimson, Alma
Murdock, Fay
Ragsdale, Mararet
Sarafine, Edith
Younger, Doris
Cash, George
Carpenter, Harvey
Ferrel, Ben
Oswalt, Ted
Rische, Henry
Sigman, Edwin
Smith, Paul
Wilson, Charles
Su,ndeen, Charles
Davis, Woot
Stanly, D. u.
Younger, Edwin
Bailey, Eleanor
Burton, Beverly
Chambers, Doris
Collier, Nell
Fowinkle, Mattie
Hopper, Eula

Jiranek, Thelma
Kloss, Lena Mae
Kuehn, Ruth
McNeer, Lillian
McCullough, Thelma
Mills, Rosalie
Osborne, Mary
Parker, Bessie
Sexton, Eleanor
Stockwell, Elizabeth
Sutcliffe, Marian
Tisdale, Maxine
Wooten,, Frances
Martin, Iola
Baer, Bennie
Cutrer, LeRoy
Eilert, Claude
Humprey, Thomas
Johnsey, Curtis
Mote, Melbin
Nunnally, Guyton
Wilson, David
McKay, Sybil
Murray, Josephine

Privette, Virginia
Reid, Frances
Storey, Ann
Beard, Cameron
le Beck, Robert
Beckham, Claude
Carpenter, James
. Eubanks, Louis
Essary, Hugh
Haire, Joeseph
Hogan, Carl
Jones, Tom
Nunnally, Alford
Pinnell, Vernon
Plotner, Robert
Rowell, Sylvanius
Walther, J. B.
White, Richard
Wilson, Herman
McCullough, Willie Edna
Parama, Fl-ances
Malnar, Mary
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CHATTERBOX
Dear Professor:
Why doesn't Jessie P. make up her mind between Norris and Hall?
GOO-GOO.
Dear Goo:
I guess you know Miss Poteet is very fickle.
Dear Professor:
Why does Harold B. call Wednesday night his night off?
OLIVE OYLE.
Dear Miss Oyle:
Harold has other ducks to fry on Wednesday nights, so he takes it off.
Dear Professor:
Why is Edgar B. afraid of falling in love?
Dear Interested:
Edgar says it is hard to live on love.

INTERESTED.

Dear Professor:
Ask Tommy L. who the pretty brunette is that he is rushing.
ROSIE.
Dear Rosie:
I have inquired for you and it is none other than Sammye Hill.

Canerdy, Lola
Dear Professor:
Why won't our editor-in-chief, Walter M., give the girls a break?
TILLIE.
He was disappointed in love once, but you still have a chance. Try!
Dear Professor:
Why did Pearl W. go Mae West on us?
AN ADMIRER.
Dear Admirer:
She said it was because the boy friend likes blondes
Dear Professor:
Why was J. J. S. parked on Highway 61 in the rain the other night?
INQUISITIVE.
Dear Inquisitive:
J. J. tells me that he was listening to the mocking birds sing.
Dear Professor:
Was the photographer attracted by Martha B.'s charms?
JEALOUS.
Dear Jealous:
Miss B. looked very cute on Kid Day in her short dress. I don't blame
the photographer.
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Why does the Orpheum Theater attract Gladys R. so?
Dear Wondering:

Compliments of

WONDERING.

They tell me they have handsome ushers at the Orpheum.

ADOLPH CLARK

Dear Professor:
Why do "Woo-Woo" V. and Nellie break up so often?
Dear Friend:

A

FRIEND.

Nellie says that it is so much fun to make up.
Dear Professor:
Ttoki'J T""P " "* Seni0'
Mi» Tharp
the senlor ^^

It isn't fair to judge the human race by what you see in the mirror.
THINKING.
^^ ^

Dear Professor:
What does that sparkler mean that Birdie M. Hall is wearing?
Dear Freshman:

A

FRESHMAN.

Miss Hall is to become Mrs. George on Feb. 1, 1935.
Dear Professor:
Why won't the girls fall for Cooper's line?
Dear Heartbroken;

The girl with an alluring baby face usually has a mental age to match it.
When the average girl gets married to a ho'me, she seldom stays in it.

A labor leader is a patriot who believes you should suffer for the c
while he stays on the payroll.
The teacher was testing the knowledge of the kindergarten class. Slap
ping a half dollar on the desk, she said sharply. "What is that?"
A small voice from the back now said, "Tails"
Joe: "My wife explored my pockets last night."
Frank: "What did she get?"
Joe: "About the same as any other explorer—enough material for a
lecture.

HEART-BROKEN.

He shoots the same one all the time; so don't fall.

Do you remember Josh Billings receipt for finding happiness? "You will
find it as the old woman did her spectacles, safe on her nose all the time.
' Distressed Prof.: "Why don't you answer me?"
Student: "I did shake my head."
D. P.: "Well do you expect me to hear it rattle way up here?"

PAINTS

HARDWARE
SPORTING GOODS
CHINA, GLASSWARE
EXPERT GUN REPAIRING
TENNIS RACKETS RESTRUNG
ENSLEY COMPANY

101 S. Main St.

Memphis Tenn.
Phones 6-1155—6 1156
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A. C. Derr., D.D., M.D., Ph.D., President
Messick Building
Second and Madison

e between a locomotive and an automobile usually ends ii

Man—Don't you think love is absurd?
Visiting Friend—Yes, it's two silly.
The timid girl who before marriage blushes and hesitates about accept
ing even a bunch of flowers or a box of candy from "him" will, after mar
riage, grab his pay envelope before he even gets in the front door.

No Other Pasteurized Dairy Products

the ladder «,„

Are the Same As

KLINKE BROS.
Cream

Buttermilk

Sweet Cream Butter

undoubtely

Cottage Cheese

thinks it

Bulgarian Buttermilk

ST~WThere'S Hank this morning?
Second
Second Sap-I„
the hospital.
First Sap—What's the matter with him'
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BOYS' SPORTS
THE BAcoEmpaI^?^°ducts

PEANUTSARI)NER
PEANUT CANDY

DE LUXE

POTATO CHIPS

PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES
174

N. Main St.

"Is it true thatYouTYYTLY
•
—~
had to ^ve up his music lessons because of
r trouble?"
"Yes.

I couldn't stand it any longer."

- d"»» '•«' •**«.

I

FOOTBALL
The football season of 1934 for the Scrappers of South Side High was
a profitable though not an outstanding one, due to the inexperienced men on
the squad.
On the first day out there were fifty-one candidates who reported for
practice. The uniforms were issued and the squad got down to some hard
practicing two weeks before the season started. Neil Cavette was elected
captain and Claude Goss alternate captain. The eleven of this year made
70 points against the opposition's 171. Cavette, captain of the team, was
the leading scorer, making a total of 26 points, which helped the cause of the
Scrappers considerably. The eleven piled up three times as many points
as the team of last year.
The schedule of the games follows: South 0, Central 33; South 6, C.
B. C. 27; South 19, Whitehaven 13; South 7, Tech 21; South 6, Sacred Heart
6; South 19, M. U. S. 0; South 6, Catholic High 7; South 6, Humes 33; South
6, Messick 14; South 7, Wynne 31.
As can be seen by the scores, South Side had a better offensive team
than a defensive team. They scored against every team but Central, which
shows that the Scrappers, as always, had plenty of fight and determination.
BASKETBALL
The team of last year graduated in June, and Coach Brindley is molding
a new five out of the inexperienced candidates now out for basketball. Two
letter men, Charlec Church and Oscar Berzansky, reported for practice. The
quintet will meet each team in the prep league twice, thus plalying twelve
games, which will be packed with plenty of fast action.
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BURNS' RADIOS AND
ELECTRIC COMPANY

,„d ho

College & McLemore Phone 3-1280

: ^7

What ,s your native name?"
Ch00'" replied the Chinese.

CANALE'S
Italian Gravy and Tomato Sauce
FRUITS AND PRODUCE IN SEASON

D- CANALE & CO.
408 S. Front Sreet

|

"We sell and repair anything electrical"
Free estimates
Quick Service
After 6 P. M. & Sundays Phone 3-2329

f
'
\ HALL'S BATTERY SERVICE STATION
|
Auto Accessories, Tires, Gasoline
and Oil
1457 GAITHER STREET, HERNANDO ROAD
PHONE 3-2637
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GEORGE T. BRODNAX INC.
Jewelers
CLASS PINS AND RINGS
Main and Monroe

The teacher was trying to get her class to understand something about
ether.
Teacher What is it that pervades all space, something that no wall or
door can shut out?
Class Wit—The smell of boiled cabbage.

ENJOY

Taystee Bread
"The Best Bread in Town"

"Nat" and "Elec"

^r:~Mdtirdessta

hold' ' TheyTre symbol" T'^ aC'iV"ies

ta

the ho"se-

Fellows who used to worry because they didn't have money enough to
tip the waiter, now find it just as difficult to pay for the meal.

W. B. DUNAGAN
Wholesale Candies

Memphis Power & Light Co.
and house heating in the homes in^mp^^tst ^r
than electricity used alone for the
sameT^
same purposes under any known electric rate'
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j

PHONE 8-1360
590 SOUTH MAIN ST.

